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Dive into Tech with Special Offer!
-26%
	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	




Claim Offer



Start your
[image: ] career
in tech
Launch and boost your tech career fast with up to 26% off

	Earn a tech salary without coding experience

	Mentorship, Internship and 1:1 Career Coaching


Choose a Program
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Meet your
new job


Find the right career for you, based on your experience and interests



-25%
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Manual QA
Quality Assurance (QA) is the fastest path to your first job in tech. No prior experience required
13½ weeks
Salary > $65K


-26%
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QA Automation
Boost your QA career with Automation! Apply for high-paying mid-level positions. Python 101 required
6 months
Salary > $110K


-25%
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QA Bundle
Take our QA Complete training and build a long-term, high-demand career in tech – no prior experience or degree required!
10 months
Salary > $115K


-22%
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UX/UI Design
Become a UX Designer: design in Figma, build a portfolio, complete an internship, and — with the help of a mentor — land a high-paying job in tech!
7 months
Salary > $62K





Tech career
for all


Get the career services you need to land a job, because education is just one piece of the job search puzzle
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[image: ]Career discovery
Discover the right career path for you with your personal Career Advisor



[image: ]1:1 Career Coaching
Study 1:1 with your Career Coach: improve your resume & practice mock job interviews



[image: ]Real-life internship
Get the necessary know-how and hands-on experience you can add to your LinkedIn



[image: ]Job Search Support
Find the perfect job faster with tailored job matches and tracking progress






Meet your
instructors


Learn from industry experts with decades of big-tech experience. We’re ready to help you get hired!
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Patrick Siebenthal
QA Engineer with 6+ years of experience at Facebook (Meta), Google and Intel
[image: Patrick Siebenthal]
 Meet Patrick
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Maria Navarrete
QA professional with 14 years of experience at FluorDaniel, Xerox, and Deltek Systems
[image: Maria Navarrete]
 Meet Maria
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Lana Levinsohn
Sr. Software Developer in Test with 8+ years of silicon valley experience in companies like Reddit
[image: Lana Levinsohn]
 Meet Lana
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Brandon Cowley
Software QA Engineer at Beachbody; previous experience in fitness, real estate, & sales
[image: Brandon Cowley]
 Meet Brandon
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Ignacio Britos
QA Engineer/Manager with 14+ years of experience at Entel, McAfee,CambridgeSoft, and more
[image: Ignacio Britos]
 Meet Ignacio
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Alex Khvastovich
QA Manager with 8+ years of experience working for startups from around the world
[image: Alex Khvastovich]
 Meet Alex
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Vitaly Erokhin
VItaly is a QA Automation Engineer and a veteran of the tech industry with 12 years of experience working for a variety of companies around the world
[image: Vitaly Erokhin]
 Meet Vitaly
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Sofiia Tsapchuk
Over 7 years, Sofiia has worked her way up to Automation Team Lead at a major tech company
[image: Sofiia Tsapchuk]
 Meet Sofiia
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Iurii Sokolov
QA Lead at Google with over 10 years of experience in manual and automated testing. Head of Manual QA training at Careerist
[image: Iurii Sokolov]
 Meet Iurii
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Hezron Padlan
QA Lead with 12 years of experience working on various projects for companies like Google, AT&T and Bank of America
[image: Hezron Padlan]
 Meet Hezron
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Natalia Zahoor
QA Manager with a decade of experience at companies like Apple and Intel
[image: Natalia Zahoor]
 Meet Natalia
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Max Glubochansky
QA professional with 10+ years of experience at Apple, Intel, Silicon Valley companies
[image: Max Glubochansky]
 Meet Max
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Michael Parkanskiy
QA Engineer with extensive experience at Indeed.com and Sure App
[image: Michael Parkanskiy]
 Meet Michael
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Charles Sammons
Charlies brings over 15 years of experience as a Senior Field Architect to Careerist, plus extensive knowledge of sales engineering
[image: Charles Sammons]
 Meet Charles
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Nader Rashad
Senior Sales Engineer at Kofax with 22 years of experience in the industry
[image: Nader Rashad]
 Meet Nader
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Jay Smith
IT professional with 30+ years of broad experience at IBM, Deloitte, and CBS
[image: Jay Smith]
 Meet Jay
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Chad Perkins
Linux System Administrator at Garmin with 10+ years of Sr. Systems Engineering experience
[image: Chad Perkins]
 Meet Chad
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Keith Barth
Lead Technical Analyst with 25+ years of experience in the field and 30+ years in teaching
[image: Keith Barth]
 Meet Keith
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Patrick Siebenthal
Known for his passion and innovation, Patrick is a QA Engineer with over six years of industry experience. He has worked on mobile and VR applications for many Silicon Valley companies, including Facebook and Intel. Patrick likes to uncover creative solutions in his work and believes that the best projects place a client’s needs first. Patrick enjoys combining his tech background with his love for art and creates CGI and 3D renderings in his spare time. Patrick is a compassionate instructor who feels most fulfilled when he can assist his students in achieving their goals.

 Visit LinkedIn [image: Patrick Siebenthal]





[image: Maria Navarrete]
Maria Navarrete
Maria is a QA Lead with 14 years of experience working with various multinational companies based in the US and Europe. While in the US, she also completed a master's degree in business. Maria started her career as a Manual QA intern and then worked her way up to senior and lead roles. She is passionate about providing quality software to clients as well as sharing her QA knowledge and experiences with aspiring QA professionals.

 Visit LinkedIn [image: Maria Navarrete]





[image: Lana Levinsohn]
Lana Levinsohn
A Sr. Software Developer in Testing, Lana has been working in QA for over eight years. Her work has been very colorful, and she has a great deal of experience in building and leading front end and back end automation at many large organizations. Throughout her years in QA, Svetlana has taught and mentored many QA professionals who now work at top Silicon Valley companies.

 Visit LinkedIn [image: Lana Levinsohn]
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Brandon Cowley
Before getting into the tech industry, Brandon worked in sales, fitness, and property management. Now, with the help of Careerist, he has found success as a QA engineer and is currently working in LA, helping to maintain a complex tech stack. He's a vocal advocate for students of our program and encourages everyone to reach their fullest potential.

 Visit LinkedIn [image: Brandon Cowley]
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Ignacio Britos
Ignacio began his career in 2007, working on various projects from manual and automated quality assurance. Eventually, he transitioned into Software Testing management, where he has been responsible for leading several high-performing teams at companies including Intel, Globant, Eventbrite, McAfee, and CambridgeSoft. With over 14 years of experience, Ignacio is an accomplished tech professional, ready to share his expert knowledge with aspiring Careerists.

 Visit LinkedIn [image: Ignacio Britos]





[image: Alex Khvastovich]
Alex Khvastovich
Expert team lead Alex is a QA manager with over eight years of experience in the industry. He has worked for a variety of tech startups from all over the world. Alex is skilled in testing and works hard to prioritize effectiveness. He is also trained in agile and scrum methodologies. Alex is excited for the opportunity to inspire future tech professionals to become top-rated QA engineers.

 Visit LinkedIn [image: Alex Khvastovich]
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Vitaly Erokhin
With over 12 years of experience, Vitaly is an expert QA automation engineer. He has a Master’s degree in computer engineering and has held positions at a variety of companies across Silicon Valley. Throughout his career, Vitaly has developed expert skills in building test automation frameworks for back-end and front-end services. Vitaly loves to motivate those wishing to pursue careers in tech and is enthusiastic about sharing his wide scope of knowledge with up-and-coming professionals.

 Visit LinkedIn [image: Vitaly Erokhin]
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Sofiia Tsapchuk
Sofiia started her QA career as a Manual QA in a small startup, and worked her way up to Automation Team Lead in global organization over the past seven years. With her modern approaches and passion for quality, she's helped multiple teams build QA processes from ground up and implement an automated testing strategy for the frontend and backend. She loves to share her knowledge and expertise in order to help you achieve success in your QA career.

 Visit LinkedIn [image: Sofiia Tsapchuk]
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Iurii Sokolov
Iurii is a successful software developer and quality assurance analyst with over eight years of experience. He has a master’s degree in visual communications and has worked at many major companies across Silicon Valley, including Google. As an instructor, Iurii is very knowledgeable, having developed instructional materials for a variety of tech-related subjects. Iurii helps Careerists master Software Testing best practices and prepare for an industry that is always changing.

 Visit LinkedIn [image: Iurii Sokolov]
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Hezron Padlan
Hezron, a Software Testing Lead with 12 years of experience, has worked at various top Fortune 500 companies in the US. He enjoys being in QA because he gets the opportunity to test and break systems before the actual users can use the applications. Hezron teaches Manual QA courses for Careerist and is passionate about sharing his extensive QA knowledge and experience with the next generation of Software Testing professionals.

 Visit LinkedIn [image: Hezron Padlan]
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Natalia Zahoor
Natalia is a QA Manager with over a decade of experience working for companies like Apple, Intel, Marketing Evolution, ItsOn, and others. She started her career as a QA Engineer, moved to a Lead role within a few years, and later became a QA Hiring Manager. In her free time, she also writes articles for our blog. Natalia is the mother of five kids and five cats.

 Visit LinkedIn [image: Natalia Zahoor]
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Max Glubochansky
After helping his peers find careers at big tech companies like Google and Facebook, Max decided to widen his impact, leading him to co-found Careerist. He is an established QA professional with over seven years of experience. Max previously worked at companies like Apple and Intel. He takes pride in sharing his expertise and providing Careerists with the skills they need to land their dream jobs.

 Visit LinkedIn [image: Max Glubochansky]
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Michael Parkanskiy
Michael is a Software QA Engineer who has experience at Indeed.com and Sure App. He worked in sales prior to getting into QA, and is now passionate about improving the quality of software and sharing his knowledge with others. He likes to help people who want to start their career in the technology industry.

 Visit LinkedIn [image: Michael Parkanskiy]
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Charles Sammons
Bringing over 15 years of experience to Careerist, Charles is a senior field solution architect with extensive knowledge of sales engineering.

 Visit LinkedIn [image: Charles Sammons]
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Nader Rashad
Nader has over 22 years of experience in sales engineering and has worked for several major corporations in that time, including OpenText, Oracle, and Anaconda. He is currently a Senior Sales Engineer at Kofax.
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Jay Smith
Jay has 30+ years of IT experience. His expertise encompasses key areas such as systems management and engineering, technical project management, support for UNIX/LINUX systems, infrastructure storage and monitoring, and process improvement for IT infrastructure. He has served as a faculty instructor at various well-respected universities in the US and has worked for major corporations such as IBM, Deloitte, and CBS.
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Chad Perkins
Linux System Administrator at Garmin with 10+ years of experience as Sr. Systems Engineer, Cloud Systems Architect and DevOps background. Lead Instructor at NYU School of Professional Studies and University of Wisconsin-Madison.

 Visit LinkedIn [image: Chad Perkins]
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Keith Barth
Currently a Lead Technical Analyst in Infrastructure, Keith has over 25 years experience working with various Unix and Linux platforms and their associated hardware. Keith is also a Senior Visiting Professor with over 30 years of instruction experience both in the classroom and online.

 Visit LinkedIn [image: Keith Barth]





THE CAREERIST
JOURNEY
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[image: ]Choose a track
Sign up and meet your Career Advisor – they will help you select and enroll in the right program. Ask about financing options!

Attend classes
Choose a track and join classes led by industry experts from companies like Apple, Google and Intel, helping you navigate the tech industry

Join an Internship
We match you with a 100% remote internship where you gain hands-on experience you will feature in your LinkedIn and interviews

Get 1:1 Career Coaching
Join 1:1 meetings with your Career Coach to prepare for job interviews and improve your resume, cover letters and confidence

Start Job Search
Save 10+ hours a week with Careerist – get curated daily job openings, stay organized and on top of your application

Start your dream job!
Keep in touch with your Career Coach and join our alumni network – helping you succeed and grow in your new career!


 



Careerist graduates
have been hired by:
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*Our clients have found employment after taking Careerist´s trainings at the companies listed above. These companies do not in any way endorse, sponsor, approve, support our trainings and are not in any way affiliated with Careerist.com.

Thank You!








[image: Kyril P.] Kyril P.


I’ve been looking into the QA Automation training after a friend recommended it to me. And since I was a little tight on cash at the time, the payment plan option was perfect for me!




[image: Bethan C.] Bethan C.


I have taken 2 trainings with QA (Manual and Automation) both really informative and practical. Instructors are easy to learn from and really helpful when you have a question. Thank you, guys!




[image: Sirio L.] Sirio L.


I really liked the training, it gives the basic knowledge to start in the testing area! But the main thing at Careerist you understand and have knowledge how to get a job in QA and get a big salary. Thank you






    

They provide continued support and are always helpful with questions from class. If I got stuck I could learn from a tutor!


switchup.org

    

This QA training was really useful and informative. It gave me a clear overview of the QA role as an entryway to the tech industry. Also, JobEasy specialists helped me set up my resume, apply for jobs, and how to ace the interview!


coursereport.com

    

What a great experience: wonderful interesting classes that kept me interested. I learned so much and am so excited to start my career in QA.


switchup.org

    

I totally recommend this training for anyone who wants to have an awesome career and learn QA Professors are knowledgeable and classes are enjoyable.


google.com

    

Fair, well organized, a good amount of material. If you are totally new to programming/testing this is definitely your training.


google.com

    

This is a really great training to take! I love that I quickly gained knowledge and understanding of various technologies, I really think tech is the future. All in all great training content by the instructors!


coursereport.com

    

for technical people trying to take their career to the next level. I really enjoyed the teachers, friendly helpful and challenging! Great coaching I recommend.


sitejabber.comUp to 26% off, Invest in your future career

Get matched with a Career Advisor to help you select the right program for you.







 By clicking the check-box, you agree to receive calls, emails and text messages, including automated text messages, from Careerist Inc. Consent is not a condition of purchase. You can unsubscribe at any time. You also confirm that you read and agree with Careerist Inc. Terms of Service and Privacy Policy.
Apply now





Get free career consultation!
Fill in the form and our career advisor will contact you in 24 hours.







 By participating, you agree to receive automated text messages. Consent is nota condition of purchase. You can unsubscribe at any time. We never share your data.
Submit
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